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SECTION A– Introduction to EuroStart and the Manual for Intermediaries
A.1 EuroStart project
EuroSTART is a European wide partnership between Germany, Ireland, Spain, Hungary and Poland,
designed to develop core and innovative learning methods that best encourage success in
management activities for startups and entrepreneurs. This project is in the line with EU 2020
aiming at encouraging an economy based on innovation and high technology, and contributing to
the development of qualitative open educational resources.
The final goal of Eurostart project is to prepare startuppers and entrepreneurs for the management
of competitive and performant businesses.
Since 9 out of 10 startups fail (Forbes, January 2015), it is evident that entrepreneurs and startuppers often lack of essential competences to launch and sustain their ideas on a market. Among
these competences, we include business skills, communication skills, self-development skills and
management skills, the last one considered as the most important according to the partners. They
are transversal competences that entrepreneurs, as expert and high qualified in their field they can
be, often lack of.
In order to address the training need of start-ups and entrepreneurs in the field of management,
EuroSTART partners developed a common plan of competences and propose educational resources
based on technologic, social and interactive modules, as well as a teaching manual for the use of
the targets. In the EuroStart project, the participants involve will be:
180 entrepreneurs, start-uppers and supporting organizations
500 learners during the project
100 participants for the next years
To reach their objectives, partners developed:
competences factsheet: after the formulation of the learning objectives and outcomes
of EuroStart project, a series of competences needed for better managerial practices
were identified by the partners.
a training roadmap consisting in a report providing all information on all training
contents and requirements needed.
specific training contents responding to the competences, according to their specific
fields of expertise.
an online platform to deliver the course with interactive exercises and evaluation
system, including a social module.

A.2. What is and who is this manual for?
This output thus completes the training by supplying with train the trainer tools. By addressing the
intermediaries, this manual will help them to complete the online training with recommendations
and pedagogical contents to increase the benefits to the final user.
In fact, this Manual is the ultimate product envisaged in the fourth output of EuroSTART project
aiming at developing and setting up a dynamic compendium of further materials addressed to
trainers that can be easily updated over time, thus ensuring the provision of latest relevant
information for education in the field of management for start-ups and entrepreneurs.
In addition to the final beneficiaries (entrepreneurs and startups), EuroSTART partners have also
identified and aimed to reach secondary target groups including stakeholders, who play a significant
role as intermediaries between the project results and the beneficiaries.
Therefore, this manual will allow them exploiting the project products and considerably increasing
the impact of the outputs previously developed. Especially trainers belonging to entrepreneurs
supporting organisation will have the capacity to engage the entrepreneurs and start-ups in the
course, generating a potential huge multiplier effect.

This second section
includes:

- the EuroStart
project, its ultimate
goals, direct and
indirect
beneficiaries,
innovative training
products

- useful resources
for trainers
complementary to
the training package
developed so far
throughout the
project outputs

- a brief and
exhaustive overview
of the Manual
structure and goals.

- references to
methodologies
taught, bibliography,
VET best practices,
link to other project
and business
support
programmes, etc.,
both on a national
and EU level.

SECTION C

This first section
introduces:

SECTION B

SECTION A

This manual consists of three main sections:

This third and final
section includes
specific teaching
notes established
on the basis of the
course different
modules and
foreseen
competences,
delivering
recommendations
for a best
exploitation of the
training materials
offered.

SECTION B – Online and printable training resources for startups
B.1 Introduction
For this task, each partner carried out an accurate research to collect useful tools, materials,
information and services addressing entrepreneurs and start-ups by referring:
a) to their national context as well as to their own offer of services
b) to complementary projects at EU level
After sharing, reviewing and collecting all data and materials, the partnership produced a list of
materials of interests in complementarity with EuroSTART.
In order to develop this section, Materahub developed a given template where all partners inserted
data and materials to be collected and transferred in the Manual.
This working tool allowed partners to collect tools materials needed to train start-up entrepreneurs
identified in the following categories:
Business and management toolkits (online and free of charge tools, such as business
model generators, mind tools and decision matrix, mind mapping tools)
Links to resources from other EU and national projects
Links to other relevant business support and education programmes (for instance
Erasmus for Entrepreneurs, EEN, SME instrument…)
Bibliographies (publications of interest)
Good practices in management, entrepreneurship and startup fields (brief intro and
relevant links)
Example of exercises and training activities
The research was distributed among the partnership as follows:
IRELAND
SPAIN
(2 partners)
ITALY

UK

Malta

Croatia

Lithuania

Portugal

Republic of
Cyprus
Greece

Belgium

France

Bulgaria
Denmark

Luxemburg
Netherlands

Romania

Slovenia

GERMANY

Finland
Austria

HUNGARY

Slovakia

Estonia

Czech
Republic

Latvia

Sweden

Poland

Subsequently, partners organised all resources collected and classified them to make the material
easily exploitable by trainers, in order to develop a dynamic file that is connected to the online tool
and can be continuously improved after the project will end. Thus, it will be continuously open to
new contents and takes a form of a mix of online and printable materials with a common basis in
English.

B.2 Outcomes
Below, the overall summary of the research outcomes includes a further classification of all
resources collected.

Business and management toolkits – online & free of charge (e.g business
model generators, mind tools and decision matrix, mind mapping tools)
Work Management Platform
Asana, a work management
platform teams to focus on the
goals, projects and daily tasks that
grow business

https://asana.com/

Plan for you

https://www.gruenderservice.at/site/gruenderservice/pl
anung/Businessplan-Software_Plan4You_Easy.html

Timify - The Online Scheduling and
Resource Management Software
that fits to your business

https://www.timify.com/fi-fi/

Project Manager Toolkit

https://www.britishcouncil.gr/sites/default/files/imaproject-management-toolkit.pdf

Online project management

https://www.odoo.com/fr_FR/page/project-management

Open Project, open source project
management software

https://www.openproject.org/

PROJEKTMANAGEMENT

https://www.agantty.com/

Business management software

https://www.scoro.com/lt

Business Plan Tools
Business plan-Leitfaden

https://www.ffg.at/sites/default/files/downloads/Busines
splan_fuer_kleine_und_mittlere_Unternehmen.pdf

Business Plan Toolbox

http://www.businessplan.lu/en/businessplan/intermediate-version

Business Plan

https://www.koolitus.eesti.ee/en/entrepreneur/establish
ing-a-company/compiling-a-business-plan/

Business plan overview (Chamber
of Commerce)

https://business.gov.nl/starting-your-business/writing-abusiness-plan/business-plan-an-overview/

Mini Business Plan

https://www.dynamicbusinessplan.com/mini-businessplan

Business Model Canvas
Handyinnovation

https://www.handyinnovation.com/business-modelcanvas-in-formato-elettronico/

Buisness model canvas

https://www.p-consulting.gr/business-model-canvas/

Model canvas dynamiko ergaleio

https://www.kemel.gr/articles/business-model-canvasdynamiko-ergaleio-epiheirimatikotitas

Osterwalder business canvas

https://portugalstartups.com/2014/10/alexanderosterwalder-is-coming-toportugal/business_model_canvas-2/

Créer mon business plan

https://www.creer-mon-business-plan.fr/business-plan

Canvanizer

https://next.canvanizer.com/demo/wA-82vhUOBc

Business Model Canvas Deutsch

https://www.gruenderhandbuch-seelsorge.de/wpcontent/uploads/2017/04/Business-Model-Canvasdeutsch.pdf

Bmtoolbox

https://bmtoolbox.net/tools/?lang=de

Buisness model canvas dutch

https://geschaeftsmodellworkshop.de/download/business-model-canvas-pdfdutch

Mind Mapping
Mindomo, a collaborative mind
map and concept map

https://www.mindomo.com/it/

Mind42, an online mind mapping
application

https://mind42.com/public/c71b6501-ee1a-4bf0-bde5e7a58477d01c

Xmind, online mind mapping

https://www.xmind.net/embed/7ZEf/

Mindmeister, online mind
mapping per sector

https://www.mindmeister.com/it/369574799/bulgariastartup-ecosystem

Collaborative Vision Building Tool

http://li108854.members.linode.com:8082/cvbapp/access

Novamind, interactive visual and
map mind

https://www.novamind.com/

Mindtools, on-demand resources
to help you to become an effective

https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newTED_79.h
tm

and inspirational manager and
leader
Online mind mapping tool

https://www.goconqr.com/en/mind-maps/

Whimsical Mind Maps, online
mind mapping tool

https://whimsical.com/mind-maps/

Other tools
Cloud service

https://yadi.sk/d/0v3vyn4IG4fP

Artifact Manager, websites for
users searching software for their
desktops or mobile devices

https://artifact_manager.bg.downloadastro.com/изтегле
те/#

Free Customer relationship
management (CRM) for startups

https://www.openbravo.com/es/

RIS Budgeting Tool

http://budgeting.s3platform.eu/#

Technical, economic and financial
viability tool

https://planempresa.ipyme.org/

Entrepreneur self-assessment

https://www.aulafacil.com/cursos/emprender/guia-facilpara-emprendedores/grafica-del-perfil-emprendedorl2678

Open Executive Programmes
(trainings)

https://www.pbs.up.pt/en/programmes/open-executiveprogrammes/

Cablenet business services
(network and infrastructure)

https://cablenetbusiness.com.cy/

ProjeQtOr, an open source project
management software

https://www.projeqtor.org/fr/

Venture Development Toolkit

venture-dev.com
https://www.intactsoftware.com/

industry-specific ERP software
flexes and scales
Online invoicing and compatibility

www.jepilotemonentreprise.com

Jira software, software
development tool

https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira?utm_medium=
paid-content&utm_campaign=P9zjirasoftware9xO9zppm9xV9zcapterra9xG9zallg9xL9zen9xF9z
disc9xA9ztext9xD9zalld9xU9zproject-

management&utm_content=viewwebsite&utm_source=GetApp
WAVE Accounting software

https://www.waveapps.com/accounting

Mind Meister mapping tool

https://www.mindmeister.com/es/mind-maps/design

Innovative and easy to use
software tools

https://www.meisterlabs.com/

Resource scheduling

https://resourceguruapp.com/

IT services and solutions

https://www.mapitmalta.com/

Smartsheet (cloud based platform)

https://www.smartsheet.com/

Google for Startups

https://startup.google.com/

Startup tools and Tips
EU startup monitor

http://startupmonitor.eu/

Start-up Tools Denmark

https://startuptools.org/dk/

How to start a business in the
Netherlands (chamber of
commerce)

https://business.gov.nl/starting-your-business/checklistsfor-starting-a-business/how-to-start-a-business-in-thenetherlands---a-checklist/

Model Documents for Startups

https://www.startupestonia.ee/resources

Startup Magazine toolkit

https://magazine.startus.cc/startup-city-guide-budapest/

Startup Grind Prague

https://www.startupgrind.com/prague/

E-Estonia business and finance

https://e-estonia.com/solutions/business-and-finance/ebusiness-register/

ITGP Documentation Toolkit

https://www.itgovernance.eu/en-ie/documentationtoolkits-ie

StartupYard

https://startupyard.com/

Sage business cloud

https://www.sage.com/en-ie/

EU startup monitor

http://startupmonitor.eu/EU-Startup-Monitor-2018Report-WEB.pdf

Startup Europe

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/startupeurope

Startup Academy

http://athena.entre.gr/en/courses/startup-academytraining-on-entrepreneurial-skills

Danish design center tool

https://danskdesigncenter.dk/en/use-danish-designcentres-tools

M-House Toolkit

https://www.m-house.eu/business-management-toolkit/

Google for Startups

https://startup.google.com/

ABC Accelerator

https://abc-accelerator.com/slovenia/

Links to resources from other EU and national projects
Project management / design/ business idea
Business Plan tool

https://www.yritystulkki.fi/fi/alue/oulu/english/b
usinessplan/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=46mP5DMiflI

Creative Project Canvas
Creative Business canvas

https://www.materahub.com/en/project/creativebusiness-2/

Creative Entrepreneurs
transnational project

https://www.materahub.com/en/project/creativeentrepreneurs-2/

Business and management
Toolkit

https://www.m-house.eu/business-managementtoolkit/

Live Business model
Canvas

http://neo-media.org/livecanvas/en

Design enabled Innovation
Toolbox

https://designscapes.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2018/09/FINAL-DESIGNSCAPESTOOLBOX-Letterhead-KvD-NM-FM-review-3-92018.pdf

Innovation toolkit

https://gamestorming.com/6-8-5s/

Training, Online courses and Resources
Aalto University Entrepreneurship

Platform:https://aaltopreneur.fi/research/#listofpublicati
ons

ArtEnprise, Artist developing
entrepreneurial skills

https://training.artenprise.eu/en/training-area/module1-marketing

Training, mentoring and
supporting of newcomers in
Luxembourg

https://www.sleevesup.lu/blogs

Young Entrepreneurs mentoring
manual - YEP

https://yep-project.eu/manual-para-convertirte-en-unmentor-de-emprendimiento/

StartUp internationalisation online
course - SUI

http://lms.startup-internationalization.eu/

StartUp online course - SUI

http://lms.startupinternationalization.eu/courses/SUI/SUI01/2016_T2/abo
ut

Manual Das StartUps

https://www.editorajuspodivm.com.br/manual-juridicoda-inovacao-e-das-startups-2019

WINGS - Internationalization for
StartUps and Entrepreneurs online
course

https://wings.erasmus.site/

Internationalization for StartUps
and Entrepreneurs online course

https://wings.erasmus.site/

Young Entrepreneurs mentoring
manual

YEP https://yep-project.eu/social-learningplatform/#manual

Coopilot

course for cooperative set-up http://www.coopilotproject.eu/mooc/

Boosting key competences in web,
graphic and digital arts by
enhancing entrepreneurship and
online presence in VET:

https://courses.e-marks.eu/

École européenne de
l’entrepreneuriat

http://ese-project.eu/index.php/syllabus/

Succes4All project e-learning
course

https://success4allstudents.eu/en/#e-learning

Collection of Teaching Case
Studies

Lead4Skills Project
http://www.ceeman.org/docs/defaultsource/l4s/l4s_teaching-case-studiescollection_cr.pdf?sfvrsn=0

Training from the Swedish agency
for youth and civil society in the
field of entrepreneurship

https://www.mucf.se/utbildningar-och-konferenser

YEP - Young Entrepreneurs
mentoring manual

https://yep-project.eu/manual-polish-2/

Internationalization for Startups
and Entrepreneurs online course

https://wings.erasmus.site/

Let's Guide - Entrepreneurship
educational online platform

http://www.letsguide.eu/projects-results

Wissenstransfer in die Praxis

Methoden zu UUX und Agilität
https://www.kompetenzzentrumusability.digital/angebote/materialien/wissenstransfer-indie-praxis-methoden-zu-uux-und-agilitaet

Training on entrepreneurial skills
and competences StartUp
Academy

(http://athena.entre.gr/en/courses/startup-academytraining-on-entrepreneurial-skills)

ArtEnprise, artists developing
entrepreneurial skills

https://training.artenprise.eu/en/training-area/module2-finances

Qualified business check
application (effective financial
management)

https://bcapp.eu/el

Ethnographic Invention: Probing
the Capacity of Laboratory
Decisions

http://www.interregdanube.eu/uploads/media/approved_project_output/00
01/08/d5cd87dcebe775683be89d40ddbfe01a46d48ef0.p
df

Networking and Community
Entrepreneurship and Social
Economy Group

https://ekogreece.com/our-publications/

Rural Women in Business

support and empowerment of women in rural areas:
http://ruralwomeninbusiness.eu/

Restart Learn to Succeed

http://www.restart.how/bulgaria/learningmaterial

Map of Startups in Romania:

https://www.startupblink.com/startups/romania

Map of startups in Slovenia

https://www.startupblink.com/startups/slovenia

Meet an Entrepreneur

nyuko’s New Series (promotion of entrepreneurship
platform)

Silicon Luxembourg

https://www.siliconluxembourg.lu/meet-anentrepreneur-nyuko-new-series/

Réseau Entreprendre Belgique

offers free support to entrepreneurs and start-up up to 3
years: https://www.reseau-entreprendre.org/bruxelles/

Startup Europe Club

https://startupeuropeclub.eu/

Startup Blink (map of startups in
Slovakia

https://www.startupblink.com/startups/slovakia

Startup Estonia (government
initiative)

https://www.startupestonia.ee/

Startup and technology
community

https://startuphub.ee/

Estonian hub

https://investinestonia.com/

National innovation network

https://en.welfaretech.dk/projects/danish-healthtech

Energy innovation cluster

https://eicluster.dk/about-energy-innovation-cluster

Official innovation network

in the Danish food sector:
https://danishfoodinnovation.dk/?lang=en

Tech ecosystem

https://www.techleap.nl/

Startup financing ecosystem

https://www.iamsterdam.com/en/business/startupamste
rdam/i-am-startup/access-to-capital
https://www.startupblink.com/startups/czechia

Intellectual Property Rights
Intellectual Property Office

https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/intellect
ual-property-office

Euraxess Croatia (intellectual
property rights)

https://www.euraxess.hr/information/content/croatia/in
tellectual-property-rights-ipr

The Malta Customs Intellectual
Property Rights Unit

https://customs.gov.mt/bus/intellectual-property-rights(ipr)

IP and SMEs

https://ec.europa.eu/growth/industry/intellectualproperty/smes_en

European IP Helpdesk

https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/

Links to other relevant business support and education programmes (for
instance Erasmus for Entrepreneurs, EEN, SME instrument…)
EEN (enterprise Europe network)
Slovakia

https://een.ec.europa.eu/about/branches/slovakia

Start-up funding for young

entrepreneurs:https://eacea.ec.europa.eu/nationalpolicies/en/content/youthwiki/39-start-funding-youngentrepreneurs-finland#121

House of Entrepreneurship,
Luxembourg Chamber of
Commerce:

https://www.cc.lu/en/services/publications/

Interregional Virtual incubator

https://ivi-erasmus.com/detail_news.php?id=5

Six steps for setting up a
cooperative

http://starter.coop/wp/how-to/

SALEEM

Good practices for student entrepreneurs follow-up:
https://www.projet-saleem.org/guide-de-bonnespratiques-pour-laccompagnement-des-etudiantsentrepreneurs/

Gem (Global entrepreneurship
monitor) Consortium:

https://www.gemconsortium.org/research-papers

Benefit AAL

https://www.ffg.at/sites/default/files/broschuere_benefi
t_aal_d.pdf

investment promotion company

https://investinaustria.at/de/infomaterial/broschueren.p
hp

Amsterdam Startup Guide

https://fi.co/insight/amsterdam-startup-guide-250resources-for-entrepreneurs

Startup Fund in Hungary

https://eacea.ec.europa.eu/nationalpolicies/en/content/youthwiki/39-start-funding-youngentrepreneurs-hungary

EYES project (emerging young
entrepreneurs):

http://eyes.e-learning.bvk.hu/

Agency of Science, Technology and
Innovation

https://mita.lrv.lt/

Bibliographies (publications of interest)
Business guides
What about Italy? Easy guide to
your Italian business

https://www.pwc-tls.it/it/publications/what-aboutitaly/WAI_2017_low.pdf

“Made in Italy”

The Italian Contribution to the Development of Business
Marketing Discipline and Practices, Journal of Businessto-Business Marketing 22(3):161-196 · July 2015
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/283558210_
Made_in_Italy_The_Italian_Contribution_to_the_Develo
pment_of_Business_Marketing_Discipline_and_Practices

Youth Entrepreneurship in Italy

An Overview from Isfol
Paper for OECD Study Visit in Rome (ISFOL, 2.10.2014),
Antonello SCIALDONE, Maria DI SAVERIO, Claudia
VILLANTE
http://isfoloa.isfol.it/bitstream/handle/123456789/966/D
i%20Saverio_Scialdone_Villante_Youth%20Entrepreneurs
hip%20in%20Italy.pdf?sequence

Business guide for companies
planning to establish operations in
Finland

https://mediabank.businessfinland.fi/l/nnCb-MkC6Vz6

How to Improve Global
Competitiveness in Finnish
Business and Industry Impact
Study

Alasdair Reid, Jelena Angelis, Elina Griniece, Kimmo
Halme
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/304925918_H
ow_to_Improve_Global_Competitiveness_in_Finnish_Bus
iness_and_Industry_Impact_study

The experiences of Finnish large
companies with startups

https://ek.fi/wp-content/uploads/Different-EKsivuttain.pdf

Doing Business 2019

https://www.doingbusiness.org/content/dam/doingBusin
ess/country/g/greece/GRC.pdf

The Development of Start-Up
Entrepreneurship in Greece
Supported by Modern Financing
Methods

Zafeiris SIDIROPOULOS, University of Macedonia,
Thessaloniki, Greece
http://www.asecu.gr/files/asecu-youth/7th-conf/379sidiropoulos.pdf

Female Employment and
Entrepreneurship

Career Choice Trends in Greece”, E. Nina-Pazarzi and M.
Giannacourou, University of Piraeus

https://www.ersj.eu/dmdocuments/05_p4.pdf
Doing Business in Bulgaria

http://www.chsh.com/fileadmin/docs/publications/Boyk
o/Doing_Business_in_Bulgaria_5112009.pdf

Contemporary facets of business
success among leading companies

operating in Bulgaria, Kiril Dimitrov
https://figshare.com/articles/CONTEMPORARY_FACETS_
OF_BUSINESS_SUCCESSES_AMONG_LEADING_COMPANI
ES_OPERATING_IN_BULGARIA/6804389

The concept of “business model

Essence, applications and innovations, A. Yordanova, L.
Yordanova
Department of Informatics and Mathematics, Faculty of
Economics, Trakia University, Stara Zagora, Bulgaria
http://www.sfconference.eu/images/3publ/Section_3/A.Yordanova.pdf

Challenging Entrepreneurship, A
guide to starting or taking over a
business

http://luxembourg.public.lu/de/publications/k/cc-oserentreprendre/en-oserentreprendre-EN.pdf

Entrepreneurship fluctuates in
Lux., Jess Bauldry

https://delano.lu/d/detail/news/entrepreneurshipfluctuates-lux/159970

Startup Key Topics
One-stop online business
registration system to make
Poland's entrepreneurs' life easier

https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/newsroom/new
s/2012/09/project-of-the-week-one-stop-onlinebusiness-registration-system-to-make-poland-sentrepreneurs-life-easier

10 Latvian Startup Success Stories
You Should Know

https://labsoflatvia.com/en/news/10-latvian-startupsuccess-stories-you-should-know

Cyprus advantages for new
business and startups

https://www.ktc.com.cy/news/the-cyprus-company/117cyprus-advantages-for-new-businesses-and-startupswhy-the-country-has-managed-to-attract-foreign-techgiants

EY Start-up Barometer

https://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/EY_Startup-Barometer_Europa_2018/$FILE/EY%20Startup%20Barometer%20Europa%202018.pdf

Starting a business in Luxembourg

December 26, 2018
https://www.expatica.com/lu/employment/selfemployment/starting-a-business-in-luxembourg-103684/

Setting up a business in Cyprus

https://www.investcyprus.org.cy/investor-sguide/setting-up-a-business-in-cyprus

Blog with relevant information for
startup key topics, in Flemish

https://www.realdolmen.com

Management: the Swedish way

https://www.thelocal.se/20090121/17064

Sweden Startup Resources

http://triplecrownleadership.com/resources-for-swedenstartups/

Warsaw's startup ecosystem at a
glance

https://www.eu-startups.com/2019/01/warsaws-startupecosystem-at-a-glance/

Latvian Startup Ecosystem

http://www.liaa.gov.lv/en/invest-latvia/start-upecosystem

Deutscher startup monitor 2018
(KPMG)

https://deutscherstartupmonitor.de/fileadmin/dsm/dsm18/files/Deutscher%20Startup%20Monitor%202018.pdf

Für Gründer, top 50 startup in
2018

https://www.fuergruender.de/fileadmin/mediapool/Publikation/Top_50_S
tart-ups_und_Gruenderwettbewerbe_2019.pdf

Austrian Start-up Monitor 2018

https://www.ffg.at/sites/default/files/allgemeine_downl
oads/ffg%20allgemein/publikationen/austrian_startupmo
nitor_2018.pdf

Latvian fintech startup Mintos
passes milestone of 3 billion euros
in total loans finances

https://www.eu-startups.com/2019/08/latvian-fintechstartup-mintos-passes-milestone-of-e3-billion-in-totalloans-financed/

The Rise of the Estonian Startup
Sphere

https://kodu.ut.ee/~dumas/pubs/ITProfessionalEstonianS
tartupsphere.pdf

Open innovation strategy for
Austria

http://openinnovation.gv.at/wpcontent/uploads/2015/08/OI_Barrierefrei_Englisch.pdf

IPR enforcement, European
Commission

http://ec.europa.eu/DocsRoom/documents/2899/attach
ments/1/translations

Startups: job growth engine in the
Netherlands

https://blog.dealroom.co/wpcontent/uploads/2019/09/Netherlands-EmploymentReport-vFINAL.pdf

Hungarian startup reports 2016

http://www.innovacio.hu/download/hirek/2017/hungari
anstartupecosystemreport.pdf

Research project Estonia as a
Service:

https://media.voog.com/0000/0037/5345/files/ESTaas.p
df

European Union Intellectual
Property office

https://euipo.europa.eu/ohimportal/en/web/observator
y/observatory-publications

Best startups from Slovenia

https://the-slovenia.com/business/top-10-startupsslovenia/

Hungary Digital Startup Strategy

https://digitalisjoletprogram.hu/files/89/ea/89eac5ce5f7
4178f3f527945f7edd08f.pdf

Estonia, the coolest digital society

https://e-estonia.com/wp-content/uploads/e-estonia191017-konekaartidega-eng.pdf

Case study, developing a trade
mark strategy when going
international

https://www.iprhelpdesk.eu/sites/default/files/newsdoc
uments/Case-Study-Developing-Trade-Mark-Strategy.pdf

Production management and
business development

https://books.google.hu/books/about/Production_Mana
gement_and_Business_Devel.html?id=_nx_DwAAQBAJ&r
edir_esc=y

Hungarian Startup characteristics

http://unipub.lib.unicorvinus.hu/4082/1/VT_2019n5p2.pdf

Competition policy and intellectual
property rights

https://www.cresse.info/default.aspx?articleID=3431

Ireland national skills strategy
2025

https://www.education.ie/en/Publications/PolicyReports/pub_national_skills_strategy_2025.pdf

10 Slovenian startup to look out
for in 2019 and beyond

https://www.eu-startups.com/2019/02/10-slovenianstartups-to-look-out-for-in-2019-and-beyond/

Identifying entrepreneurship
readiness for the application of
the Lean startup practices in the
service industry

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/319665690_I
dentifying_entrepreneurship_readiness_for_the_applicat
ion_of_the_Lean_Startup_practices_in_the_service_indu
stry_-_Case_study_Romania

European startup ecosystem
country overviews

http://startupmonitor.eu/EUSM_Country-overviews.pdf

EU Startup monitor

http://startupmonitor.eu/EU-Startup-Monitor-2018Report-WEB.pdf

Education and Tips
Business Finance Course

https://www.negociosyemprendimiento.org/2010/01/de
scargar-curso-finanzas-empresariales.html

Introduction to business
management:

http://www.adizesca.com/site/assets/gintroduccion_a_la_gestion_empresarial-pr.pdf

5 key tools for innovation

https://www.bubok.es/libros/12521/5-Claves-parainnovar-Recomendaciones-para-destacar-en-unmercado-global

Creating a business plan

https://www.encontresuafranquia.com.br/como-montarum-plano-de-negocios-aprenda-em-10-passos/

Entrepreneurship Education in
Belgium

https://www.schooleducationgateway.eu/downloads/ent
repreneurship/Belgium_151022.pdf

Young people, entrepreneurship &
non-formal learning, a work in
progress

https://digitalcommons.ilr.cornell.edu/cgi/viewcontent.c
gi?article=1440&context=intl

Open source courses of Grenoble
management school:

http://opencim.grenoble-em.com/

Main usages of online tools and
platforms by SME in Poland as of
April 2018

https://www.statista.com/statistics/700868/monthlysme-usage-of-online-tools-and-platforms-poland/

IPR training and tools for better
handling of IPR topics by SME

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0172
219013000598

Startup Support
Support to Portuguese start-ups

https://www.dinheirovivo.pt/economia/apoio-asstartups-recebe-injecao-de-300-milhoes-de-euros-2/

Portugal Ventures invests 1.3
million euros in five tourism startups

https://jornaleconomico.sapo.pt/noticias/portugalventures-investe-13-milhoes-de-euros-em-cinco-startupsde-turismo-500508

Trends in the support landscape of
startups - incubators, accelerators
and others

https://www.bmwi.de/Redaktion/DE/Publikationen/Studi
en/trends-in-der-unterstuetzungslandschaft-von-startups.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=10

An emerging startup ecosystem in
the crossroads of Europe, Middle
East and Africa

https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/cy/Do
cuments/innovation-and-entrepreneurship%20centre/CY_IEC_Cyprus%20_An_emerging_startup_ec
osystem_Noexp.pdf

VET good practices in management, entrepreneurship and start-up fields
- brief intro and links
Management
Bulgaria In the Bulgarian
legislation, there is no legal
definition of social enterprise, as
well as rules governing the status,
form and activity of the social
enterprise. The main related law is
for social assistance activities.
Despite the lack of legal regulation,
practice in Bulgaria shows that
there are organizations developing
social entrepreneurship and

http://www.evtnetwork.it/wpcontent/uploads/2016/11/bulgariapresentation_social_enterpreunership_16-09-2014.pdf

identify themselves as social
enterprises.
Cyprus: CyHRMA is dedicated to
the advancement and successful
representation of the Human
Resource Management profession
in Cyprus and in particular,
professionals specialising in the
field of Human Resource
Management, Learning and
Development, Labour and
Employee Relations, Organizational
/ Occupational Psychology, and
other related fields.

https://www.eapm.org/cyprus

Development of entrepreneurship
competencies

https://eacea.ec.europa.eu/nationalpolicies/en/content/youthwiki/38-developmententrepreneurship-competence-lithuania

National skills council

https://education.gov.mt/en/Pages/National-SkillsCouncil.aspx#

Startup city: In recent years,
startups and fast-growing tech
companies have become vital to
any major city. Around the world,
we find ourselves in a transitioning
economy – one that offers
opportunities to entrepreneurs,
thinkers and inventors who are
hard at work coming up with new
forms of technology, products and
innovations to improve our lives.
City governments must play an
important role in helping these
startups flourish locally; to achieve
this, governments must first
embrace a startup mindset of their
own, functioning as a dynamic and
round-the-clock enterprise that
matches the rapid pace of today's
business.
StartupCity was designed to
provide administrations, civil
servants and public-private
initiatives with guidance on how
they can think and work like a
startup. The book takes a
comprehensive look at how the
public sector can engage with the
private sector to form initiatives.
This – in turn – will boost the

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eLZlEateQoaMApCvyE0
5MCVmcu2hWDwt/view

startup world’s ecosystem and
nurture cities as breeding grounds
for innovation and job growth. Bas
Beekman and Ruben Nieuwenhuis
– the public and private leads of
the StartupAmsterdam action
programme – guide the reader
through concrete lessons, cases
and best practices, showing how
every city in the world can grow
into a startup city. Download the
StartupAmsterdam action
programme.
The book was officially launched
during The Next Web Conference
2017, which took place on 19 May
2017.

Entrepreneurship
Italy: Entrepreneurship education
is gradually being introduced
across all levels of education in
Italy. It is recognised as a key
competence. In 2013, new
guidelines for planning and
implementing initiatives in
entrepreneurship education were
published, under the auspices of
the Institute for Development of
Vocational Training (ISFOL). These
guidelines set out support for
education institutions, head
teachers and teachers.

https://www.schooleducationgateway.eu/downloads/ent
repreneurship/Italy_151022.pdf

Finland: The Finnish National
Agency for Education helps
develop quality assurance in
vocational education and training
(VET). Vocational training providers
are responsible for the quality of
the qualifications, training and
other services they provide and for
the continuous development of
quality assurance.

https://www.oph.fi/en/education-system/finnishvocational-education-and-training/quality-assurancenational-reference-point-vet

Luxembourg: The government of http://www.innovation.public.lu/en/decouvrir/jeunes/jeu
Luxembourg worked with the
nes-entrepreneurs/jonk-entrepreneuren/index.html
business sector to set up a nonprofit organisation with the mission
of promoting entrepreneurship

education in schools. This NGO
(asbl Jonk Entrepreneuren), which
is a member of the European
network JA-YE Europe, runs
different programmes in vocational
education, the main one being the
student company programme.
Spain: major trends about
education to entrepreneurship and
startup creation is an education
programme called Grado LEINN,
inspired from Finnish methodology
LEINN, and including Individual
Learning, Company Learning, Team
Learning and Leadership to achieve
learning to learn, leadership and
strategy, knowledge management
and creativity. Several education
centres now offer this training in
Spain, for instance FLORIDA
university in Valencia:

https://www.floridauniversitaria.es/esES/OfertaAcademica/grados/Paginas/grado-liderazgoemprendedor-innovacion.asp

Poland, TES Virtual Guide in
Poland, the entrepreneurial school

http://theentrepreneurialschool.eu/news/tes-virtualguide-in-poland-2786/

Mentoring for 10-18 years old
entrepreneurs with experienced
entrepreneurs

https://www.grainesentrepreneurs.fr

Portugal: Aware of the need to
stimulate innovation in the sector,
the Government has defined
entrepreneurship as one of the
priorities in terms of sectoral
policy, with the aim of promoting
Portugal as a modern and
innovative destination, capable of
attracting investment, talent and
international visitors.

http://business.turismodeportugal.pt/pt/Planear_Iniciar/
Empreendedorismo/iniciativas-turismo-deportugal/Paginas/default.aspx

https://youthstart.be/en/
Network for teaching
entrepreneurship
Romania:
Startup Europe Summit 2019
Leading players in technology
entrepreneurship and innovation
in Central and Eastern Europe will
meet key actors in innovation
ecosystems from Western
Europe. Expect hard questions to

be answered at this Summit
hosted by the Romanian
Presidency of the Council of the
European Union.
The entrepreneurial school

https://www.tesguide.eu/default.aspx

Qualifications and vocational
education and training
development centre

https://www.kpmpc.lt/index_en.html

Kentucky educational television

https://www.ket.org/education/

Success through skills strategy apprenticeships northern ireland

https://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/toolkits/vet-toolkittackling-early-leaving/resources/success-through-skillsstrategy

Germany

How did DSE come about, and what drives DSE? DSE was
established in 1989 from a desire to give engineering
students the best possible odds to do well in working life
during as well as after their studies. The idea was for the
students to get a better idea of which employers they
could apply for jobs at and what post-graduation working
life would be like. It was with these overarching aims that
Pejling was put together. Pejling is a company handbook
for engineering students and graduates. The aim is to
help the students succeed in their job-seeking efforts,
which in reality starts already during their studies and
intensify once they graduate.
However, DSE quickly realised that in addition to Pejling,
there was also a need for direct contact with
representatives from engineering companies. That was
why DSE organised the first DSE Fair in 1991. It was held
in Lyngby and had 15 companies in attendance. Today,
the fairs have grown considerably, and a DSE Fair is held
each year at AAU as well as DTU

Start-up fields
Greece: In 2014, the city of Piraeus
(EL) put in place BlueGrowth, a
first-established at EU level
innovation competition for
maritime economy (Blue
Economy), with the objective to
strengthen traditional economic
activities related to the maritime
economy with innovative business
ideas. The BlueGrowth initiative
has established the Marinescape, a

https://urbact.eu/promoting-entrepreunership-andinnovation-maritime-economy

human ecosystem (partners,
sponsors, advisors, academia)
around Blue Economy. The
successful cooperation among
Marinescape stakeholders is a key
asset of BlueGrowth that provides
the opportunity to create an
accelerator and job creator in the
city.
Hungary: The Startup Night has
been organised by Budapest
Enterprise Agency (BEA) annually
since 2015 and is the greatest
startup event taking place in
Budapest with the support of the
City Council.
Our goal is to provide a platform
where players of the Budapest
startup ecosystem can meet:
districts, universities, innovation
centres, incubators, major
companies in Budapest and their
related programmes, experts in the
international relations of Budapest
and all who are interested in
business innovation.
Budapest Enterprise Agency is the
only EU qualified Business
Innovation Centre (EUBIC) in
Hungary. As a recognition of BEA’s
achievements since 2013, Budapest
won the European Commission’s
Startup Europe Award in 2018 in
the category of Best Public
Administration for Startups.
Startup Nights

https://startupokejszakaja.hu/en/

Estonia: In principle, the startup
visa gives foreign entrepreneurs
the opportunity to settle in Estonia
for up to a 18 months to establish
their startup. A visa for startup
entrepreneurship may be issued
for up to 365 days and extended
for up to 183 days. For prospective
startup entrepreneurs, who have
established their startup in Estonia
and wish to stay longer, it is
possible to apply for a temporary
residence permit for
entrepreneurship. For startups, the

https://www.startupestonia.ee/visa/faqs

general investment requirement
(65 000 EUR) to apply for a
residence permit for
entrepreneurship does not apply. A
temporary residence permit for
entrepreneurship may be issued
for up to five years.
Austria: The most important
funding sources in Austria are the
Austrian Research Promotion
Agency (FFG) and Austria
Wirtschaftsservice GmbH (aws).
They offer non-repayable grants,
guarantees or subsidized loans.
Forbes Magazine named Vienna
the best place to start a business.
And there is a good reason for this,
especially if one takes a closer look
at the startup scene.
Austria has a relatively high rate of
taxes and levies in international
comparison. One use of these
proceeds is a comprehensive
funding system and support
measures for startups and
innovation projects. The offering of
such funding is very diverse and
well received by the business
community.
However, domestic risk capital
firms such as Speedinvest and
numerous business angels
repeatedly assist startups by
providing financing, and invest
millions of euros in capital.
Detailed information on the
extensive funding possibilities for
startups in Austria can be found on
the startup-sections on the
websites of FFG.
The funding activities of the City of
Vienna are bundled under the
auspices of the Vienna Business
Agency, and encompass consulting,
services and favourably priced
office space in addition to
monetary funding.

https://viennabusinessagency.at/

Latvia: (Page 12 of the Report) Riga
State Gymnasium No.3 is one of
the top schools in Latvia and it

http://jaeurope.org/index.php?option=com_attachments
&task=download&id=780:TES-Brochure-2018-web

strongly emphasizes the business
studies. Every year the school takes
part in the international business
strategy simulation game “Titan”
attracting 48 teams made up of
154 students as participants in
2017/18.
Sweden: Master's Programme in
Entrepreneurship 2019/2020 from
Uppsala University

https://www.uu.se/en/admissions/master/selma/progra
m/?pKod=SEN2N&pInr=&lasar=19%2F20)

Denmark: DSE also organises DSE
Focus Night, which is based on an
earlier DSE event format called
Company Presentations. The first
DSE Focus Night was held by DSE at
DTU in 2007 and at AAU in 2010.
Since then, DSE Focus Night has
been held each year at each
university and continue to grow.
In 2016, DSE launched the
networking event DSE PRE-PAIR,
which is held every year at DTU
Ballerup. PRE-PAIR focuses on
securing internships for students
enrolled in the Bachelor of
Engineering programmes at DTU.

https://studerende.dk/om-dse?lang=en

VET toolkit for tackling early
leaving

https://www.cedefop.europa.eu/en/toolkits/vet-toolkittackling-early-leaving/resources/training-success-tfs

Startup BW pre-seed: Many
innovative business ideas are never
realized, because many founders
lack the necessary financing,
especially in the early start-up
phase. For this reason, the "Startup BW Pre-Seed" financing
instrument was created. Start-up
BW Pre-Seed is a funding
instrument that starts at an early
stage. In this phase, institutional
investors act cautiously due to the
increased risk and the uncertain
prospect of success of the start-up
project. In order to support
promising start-up projects on their
way to financing maturity, the state
of Baden-Württemberg is providing
14 million euros for the pre-seed
programme. In addition to financial
support from the state of Baden-

https://www.startupbw.de/finanzierungfoerderung/finance/pre-seed/

Württemberg, pre-seed startups
are supported by the pre-seed
partners in working on their
business models and setting up
their companies. The pre-seed
partners support not only the
content work but also the search
for co-investors.
agency for science and higher
education

https://www.azvo.hr/en/

vocational and adult education
agencies

https://www.asoo.hr/

Example of exercises and training activities
Business management
Creative Project Canvas

https://training.artenprise.eu/en/training-area/module-3business-planning/3-the-creative-project-canvas

Business Plan

https://www.yritystulkki.fi/fi/alue/oulu/english/businesspl
an/

Project Management Toolkit

https://www.britishcouncil.gr/sites/default/files/imaproject-management-toolkit.pdf

Business Model Canvas

http://www.entrepreneur.bg/8305/izgradete-biznesmodel-na-svoya-biznes-s-tozi-bezplaten-instrument/

The Business Model Canvas

http://www.innovation.public.lu/en/innover/start-up/planaffaires/business-models/bmcanvas.pdf

Simulation / Game
Video game to simulate the
business creation

http://www.ipyme.org/esES/DecisionEmprender/Paginas/Simula.aspx

Business simulation game

http://titan2018public.ja.org/

Quiz: Do You Have What It Takes
to Be an Entrepreneur?

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/246454

Startup simulator,
entrepreneurship and
management challenge

https://virtonomics.com/

Tips and advices
The pathway of the entrepreneur

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aq9Xoutos8Q

How to Start a Startup

https://www.ttu.ee/projects/mektory-eng/startup/ecourse-2/how-to-start-a-startup-e-course-2/

Technology Entrepreneurship:
How to Start a New Venture

https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/technologyentrepreneurship-start-a-new-venture

Entrepreneurship

https://www.wu.ac.at/gruenden/programme/entrepreneu
rship-intro

Vilnius, IP for business training

http://iprhelpdesk.eu/event/4333-vilnius-ipforbusinesstraining

The Tech Business Angel Investors
Group in Romania (TechAngels is
actively contributing to the
development of tech businesses
from Romania and South-Eastern
Europe through investment,
expertise and connections since
2013.)

http://techangels.ro/

training course and education programme
Poligon is a training ground for
self-employed professionals
working in the field of creative
economies, culture and social
entrepreneurship

http://startuperasmusplus.com/en/slovenia-bp

Be Smart program: training
programme on the most relevant
topics for startups and an
international startup competition
initiated by Budapest Enterprise
Agency

http://bvk.hu/budapest-enterprise-agency/

Online training course

https://www.goodhabitz.com/nl-be/online-coursesoverview/management?utm_source=google&utm_mediu
m=cpc&utm_campaign=generic_BE&gclid=CjwKCAjw8NfrB
RA7EiwAfiVJpUQGa3qyMGSspQcn6qpAH1S38W4EDZnm0s
XkqMJ021uskLHFjUk2KhoCKwsQAvD_BwE

V4 Startup Force: training
programme for learning local
business tricks and to scale up the
startup internationally

http://v4startupforce.designterminal.org/

V4 Startup Force: training
programme for learning local
business tricks and to scale up the
startup internationally

http://v4startupforce.designterminal.org/

Network for teaching
entrepreneurship

https://www.goodhabitz.com/nl-be/online-coursesoverview/management?utm_source=google&utm_mediu
m=cpc&utm_campaign=generic_BE&gclid=CjwKCAjw8NfrB
RA7EiwAfiVJpUQGa3qyMGSspQcn6qpAH1S38W4EDZnm0s
XkqMJ021uskLHFjUk2KhoCKwsQAvD_BwE

Start-up Teens (online training)

https://www.startupteens.de/site/online

Intellectual property training
course

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/intellectualproperty-training-course-ip-master-class

The European IPR helpdesk

https://iprhelpdesk.eu/sites/default/files/relateddocument
s/Training_Catalogue.pdf

The Startup Central

http://www.thestartupcentral.com/

Lithuanian centre of non-formal
youth education

https://www.lmnsc.lt/

SECTION C – Teaching notes and recommendations
This last section of the Manual for Intermediaries is a collection of useful teaching notes supporting
the course, train the trainer dimension referring directly to the EuroSTART course modules and
platform and facilitating the transfer of knowledge on specific cases, including learning outcomes
of each particular topic of the training program.
This section also proposes recommendations for the application of the modules and knowledge
learnt in a real business environment, as well as recommendation for complementary activities to
be run by the trainers.
In order to develop this section, MateraHub developed a given template where all partners inserted
relevant teaching notes to be collected and transferred in the Manual.

Module 1 – Creativity
- Introduction to the module: overall objectives and learning outcomes
This module aims to define creativity and show the relevance to use it to turn ideas into a successful
project. Creativity refers to abilities and attitudes that consist in the creation, invention or
generation of new ideas, boosting the productivity and success of a company. It can be always
learnt and improved.
The main objective of the module is then to foster the understanding of youth workers and leaders
on the importance of creativity in entrepreneurship, as well as developing and sharing methods and
tools to enhance this skill. For that, formal, non-formal and informal learning will be used to prepare
learners to lead creative and constructive thinking strategies applied within a real business.
Throughout the module, participants will learn to:
- identify and value creativity as a crucial entrepreneurial competence
- Understand and apply the basic elements of the creative process and thinking skills as an
entrepreneurial behaviour
- Implement their creative thinking and decision making capabilities
- Foster out of the box and original thinking at the individual level
- Stimulate and encourage themselves to become a creative entrepreneurial thinker and
solution finder
- Use appropriate strategies and tools to foster and apply creativity

- Case studies/further readings
Creativity is the ability to develop new ideas and discover new ways of looking at problems and
opportunities. Stimulating creativity and exploring completely new and unknown before territories
lead as result to increasing the productivity of the business.
Creativity in entrepreneurship can also embody in new and useful solutions to business problems,
creative business strategies, or creative changes in entrepreneurial process.
Here are some articles of interest highlighting the need for creativity in the workplace:
• The Manager’s Guide to Fostering creativity in the workplace, by Gabe Duverge, in
Business administration and management. This article lays stress on the benefit of a
creative workplace and how it can boost the employee’s creativity and productivity.
https://www.tuw.edu/business/creativity-in-the-workplace/

•

•

Why creativity is not just important for creative jobs, by Karen Young. After explaining
how important is creativity at the workplace, the article gives some advices to be as
productive as possible in order to get inspiration and generating new ideas.
https://social.hays.com/2019/03/05/creativity-important-for-all-jobs/
Here’s Why Creativity and Entrepreneurship must co-exist, by Nicolas Susco, in
Entrepreneurs Handbook. In this article, the author explains how successful
entrepreneurs use creativity to produce new and original ideas, but also resolving
problems and always improving a business. https://entrepreneurshandbook.co/hereswhy-creativity-and-entrepreneurship-must-co-exist-dc7fd8a2b183

As an interesting case study, that we recommend you to use with your students, is this interesting
game, which is available under the following link: https://www.creativityatwork.com/creativityinnovation-and-leadership-development/case-studies-using-the-arts-as-a-catalyst-fortransformation/.
This case study shows how a group of consultants managed to figure out if they were still sharing
the same vision of the future thanks to a collaborative painting technique. This game also allowed
the group to have deeper conversations where each of them could express its sensitiveness, vision
and experience. The collaborative painting technique allowed the individuals to share intimacy,
which brought a new energy and team spirit afterwards.

- Recommendations
The creativity module presented in Eurostart project includes several proposals of practical
activities that can be easily implemented in your classroom. Most are activities and games aiming
at raising students awareness about the importance of mind connections and openness in the
creative process. Thanks to these exercises, the students will also realise that creativity is a real skill
that can be learnt and likely to boost their productivity at work.
As example, we suggest you make this short experience with your students to work with them on
their capacity to explore different ways to solve problems:
Cut out of 6 coloured hats, each of them representing a particular type of thought process:
organizational process, gut instinct, neutral facts, new ideas and possible solutions, pessimistic
judgement and criticisms of the solution set. Coping with a problem, each participant has to display
a separate colour that represents one thinking type.

Usually, when facing a (collective) problem, everyone is focused on a particular approach at any
one time. However, it turns out that the group tends to be more collaborative if one person is
reacting emotionally (red hat) while another person is trying to be objective (white hat) and still
another person is being critical of the points which emerge from the discussion (black hat). The hats
aid individuals in addressing problems from a variety of angles, and focus individuals on deficiencies
in the way that they approach problem solving.
Also, if you are seeking for further creativity activity examples, you might find many resources on
the web, for instance following these links:
- Lateral thinking by E.de Bono: https://www.edwddebono.com/lateral-thinking
- Random word generator: https://www.textfixer.com/tools/random-words.ph
- Creativity
at
work:
“Pomodoro
technique”:
https://www.lifehack.org/articles/productivity/the-pomodoro-technique-is-it-right-foryou.html
As a trainer, you should consider this module as a transversal competence that can be applied to
many technical and specific areas, through different activities to be implemented with your group
of students. Also, do not forget to…
- Encourage interaction in your classroom and always request student’s participation
- Show your students the importance of time management: hobbies, leisure time, boredom
are fully integrated to the creative process!
- Encourage the students to use images as much as possible to stimulate their enthusiasm
and passion
- After your teaching, always offer them to answer question, push them to formulate doubts
and challenge their vision and ways of thinking
- Encourage informal discussions and meeting between your students
One of the best ways to foster creativity among a group of students is by challenging their visions
when they have to cope with a problem.
Being adults, the creative parts we have as children disappear: we become less curious, have less
imagination and stop asking questions about everything. Yet, pushing our imagination and
encouraging ideas boosts our chances to come up with new ideas. For example once adult, we tend
to have one way of thinking and stop consider the others. In fact, most of us use a vertical thinking
(linear way), which leads to very limited solutions. But if we foster horizontal thinking, we allow
people to re-examine their judgment form a more creative point of view, generating more ideas,
and thus, getting better chances of finding the right solution.
Another hurdle to creativity is to underestimate the value of being bored. In fact, the belief that
being productive means being focused on a specific task without allowing our mind to relax and
wander is wrong. On the contrary, creative and productive ideas come up on these wandering
moments, where your mind create connections between different ideas.
Also, while requesting your students to think about new ways to problem solve:
- Thoughtfully consider that people can feel embarrassed to voice ideas they would consider
as stupid or useless. Urge everybody to tell his or her idea and be sure that nobody in the
group judges or look down on somebody’s idea.
- Ask your students to keep trace of individual contribution and perform peer evaluation.
- Take time for feedback. Request your students to analyse their work, the ones of the others,
report their successes and difficulties, and their learning experience. Organize discussion
about interesting ideas, referring to Eurostar creativity module contents.
Encouraging socialization of your students will also definitely help them in this process. Set aside
time for them to get to know one another on a more personal level to increase mutual trust, respect

and understanding. For example, encourage them to talk about their hobbies, passions and free
time besides their entrepreneurial experience! The participants can for sure benefit from a
productive network and develop together new business ideas. As trainer, you can help them in this
networking by encouraging them, for instance, to go for after-class coffee, or to the creation of a
chat group where they can exchange experiences, etc.
During your training, you should encourage your students to consider that they are fitted with
imagination and inventiveness, and can speak open, share ideas and make suggestions. Also, you
should remind them that you can get inspired by other creative people, and therefore, listening to
the others and building a constructive dialogue is essential to develop new ideas. Take care about
not letting anybody apart.

Module 2 – Cooperation and team working
- Introduction to the module: overall objectives and learning outcomes
Your VET student is aimed at building a startup or company, and might have very good technical
skills, but he/she will never achieve a successful company alone. In fact, he will need to get
surrounded by a team, with which he needs to learn to collaborate. Teamwork is thus a crucial part
of a business, as it is necessary for colleagues to work well together, trying their best in any
circumstance. Teamwork means that people will learn to cooperate, using their individual skills and
providing constructive feedback, despite any personal conflict between individuals.
The purpose of cooperation and team working competence in VET context is to train
professional/future professional building a startup or company, or working at its development, to
seek out, value, and support each other´s contributions in order to achieve the common goals set
in their working context. This module was developed with this idea in mind, and provide the trainee
with a series of theoretical contents, but also very practical activities that you can implement online
or in a classroom.
Eurostart module focuses on what are considered to be the most crucial and basic elements of
teamwork and cooperation. It is aimed at being used with students having already a business idea,
which is why it always gives examples of application in business life. It starts with organisational
culture, so trainees will understand that teamwork and cooperation in a company are built,
consciously or not, and as such they can have a great influence on the quality of relationships among
their team. Then, the module follows with a chapter on communication flows, for the student to
understand first, the importance of determining the way people interact, and the available tools to
do so. Getting further, Eurostart intend to encourage entrepreneurs to learn how to delegate,
organise work, meetings and reward collaborators, which will help them in the daily management
of their start-up. Finally, this module is not only focused on internal teamwork, but also on
cooperation with other organisations. In this sense, we believe that the entrepreneur will get
stronger as he surrounds with high quality external collaborators, providers, distributors, etc. For
this, we recommend some key programmes that can help your student in finding the right
collaborators for his projects, as well as the different way of collaborating.
After completing this module, your student should then gain behavioural awareness, which will
help him to consciously organise work and relate with peers and collaborators, internally and
externally.

- Case studies/further readings
If you are still not convinced about the importance of teamwork as an essential skill for your VET
students in their vocation to build their start-up, you can easily find many academic articles and
blog articles on this topic on Internet, with always a highlight of the benefits of achieving good
teamwork for both the workers and the company.
Here are some articles of interest highlighting the need for teamwork and collaboration in the
workplace:
- The Perception and Reality of Student and Workplace Teams, by Catherine B. Ahles, Courtney
C. Bosworth. This paper presents a study of characteristics of effective teams in classrooms
and in the workplace. https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/107769580405900108
- Importance of teamwork and collaboration in the workplace, by Nancy Roque
https://cirkus.com/blog/teamwork-collaboration-workplace/
- Importance of Teamwork at Work, by Tim Zimmer; Reviewed by Jayne Thompson, LLB, LLM;
https://smallbusiness.chron.com/importance-teamwork-work-11196.htm
As an interesting case study, that we recommend you to use with your students, is this interesting
OER: THE TEAMWORK BEHIND THE BEATLES, which is available under the following link:
https://www.oercommons.org/courses/the-beatles-lesson-5-the-teamwork-behind-thebeatles/view
This case study explores how the input of manager Brian Epstein and record producer George
Martin helped The Beatles develop and refine skills that aided the band in presenting their music
and personalities to a mass audience. Also, thanks to this open educational resource, students can
learn how teamwork helped The Beatles attain success, on the one side, but also learn how to
participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions on topics, texts, and issues, building
on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly and persuasively.

- Recommendations
The teamwork module presented in Eurostart project includes several proposals of interactive
activities that you can implement easily in your classroom with no need for special materials. Most
are classical team building activities that are aimed at making your students understand the
efficiency of working together rather than alone. Thanks to the practical experience, they will
realise how the knowledge of their peers’ competences and the full exploitation of each one skill
can increase exponentially the performance at work.
As example, we suggest you make this short experience with your students to work with them on
their collective memory:
Take some Lego© and create a simple
shape. Make several groups (of 3-5
individuals each). You will allow each
member of the group to see the figure,
one by one, for no more than 10
seconds. Then, they will have to
reproduce the figure without mistake in
one minute. Give them time to
coordinate their collective memory.

You will be surprised to see that most groups will fail in this exercise, as everyone in the group tend
to try memorizing the entire figure by himself, which is almost impossible in the imparted time.
They should instead take time to distribute the work: if each one memorizes only 3 elements, and
their connection with the next one, it will be much easier!
Also, if you are seeking for further team building activity examples, you might find many resources
on the web, for instance following these links:
- http://www.ventureteambuilding.co.uk/team-building-activities/
- https://www.workamajig.com/blog/team-building-activities
- https://www.tinypulse.com/blog/the-ultimate-list-of-team-building-activitie
As a trainer, you should consider this module as a transversal competence that can be applied to
many technical and specific areas, through different activities to be implemented with your group
of students. For instance, you can teach teamwork and communication skills as part of a language
course, or technical courses, which might be about production, sales, economy, etc.:
-

encourage interaction in your classroom, always request student’s participation
invite your students to demonstrate answer and solution by taking the floor, they should
learn losing their shame of public talk.
ask to your students to interact among themselves, to react to others’ view, and to create
constructed dialogues
organise debates and oblige them to argue their positions
ask them to prepare presentations and force them to public talking
after your teaching, always offer them to answer question, so push them to formulate
doubts.

One of the best ways to foster communication and teamwork among a group of students is by
requesting them to perform group activities rather than individual exercises.
Much of the dislike of group projects comes from students not trusting their peers to pull their
weight and place an equal amount of time and effort into the work. This is even more accentuated
when your students have the vocation of creating their own start-up, with high technical
competences and thus precise ideas of what they want to do. It is not always easy for them to open
their mind to others. The best strategy to avoid negative group outcomes is to communicate. The
secret to accomplishing work with others is to talk about it. Plan who is doing what, know what
each one role is, etc. You will indeed force your group to communicate and create trust, putting in
direct practice the competence worked in this module. The benefit of teamwork in learning context
is learning an openness to critique, which is essential for healthy working relationships. Also, this
way students might practice having a voice in project management by discussing the process and
initiating a plan for group meetings.
Also, while requesting your students to make group work:
- Thoughtfully consider group formation, as most students will prefer forming their own
group with their friends. In most professional contexts, people do not get to choose their
project partners, so you should make yourself the groups, obliging your students to leave
their comfort zone.
- Ask your students to keep trace of individual contribution and perform peer evaluation.
- Take time for feedback. Request your students to analyse their teamwork and report their
success and difficulties, organise discussion about best solutions to ease teamwork,
referring to Eurostart teamwork module contents.
Encouraging socialisation of your students will also definitely help them in this process. Set aside
time for students to get to know one another on a more personal level to increase mutual trust,

respect and understanding. This can be as simple as encouraging them to participate to informal
activities beside the class. As most of them are linked by the startup or entrepreneurial experience,
they can for sure benefit from a productive network and develop together new business ideas! As
trainer, you can help them in this networking by encouraging them, for instance, to go for afterclass coffee, or to the creation of a chat group where they can exchange experiences, etc.
Also, during your training, you should encourage them to consider themselves as team members
and to speak open, share ideas, make suggestions and voice their opinions. In addition, you should
remind them that communication is a two-way street and that in the same way that they can speak,
they should learn to listen to others, building a constructive dialogue. Take care about not letting
anybody apart.

Module 3 - Financial and Economic Literacy
- Introduction to the module: overall objectives and learning outcomes
Financial management is one of the most important responsibilities of owners and business
managers. The activities of every aspect of a business have an impact on the company's financial
performance and must be evaluated and controlled by the business owner. Therefore, students
have to know the fundamental circumstances and processes of the economic and financial sector.
Some aspects of this module might be hard to learn at the beginning due to the complexity and the
many different connections between relevant factors. This makes examples most important,
especially such examples the students can relate to. Finances and economics might seem solely
rational topics at the first moment, but remembering a moment without cash or being financially
dependent from someone else can give a hint about how emotional this topic can get.
Basically, it is possible for an undertaking to be financed from its operating activities (from cash
flow). However, since technology-based companies for example mostly need a high start-up
investment to build up a scalable business activity, the capital requirements must be financed by
outside investment. In line with the methodology of entrepreneurial finance, there are various
sources of finance for the different life cycle phases. Normally, loans are financing instruments used
throughout the life cycle. In the seed phase of the undertaking, the private funds of the founders
and their families are common sources of finance. In the late seed phase, and from the start-up
phase up to the growth phase, financing may be provided by business angels and institutional
venture capitalists such as venture capital companies. Around this core aspect of financial literacy,
many other relevant topics like taxation, tools for financial planning/risk, financial responsibility
and so on appear.

- Case studies/further readings
We invite you to register under venture-dev.com to get access to our free webinar series. There,
our experts explain numerous topics around financials and economics.
After watching the webinars you can find endless examples of case studies to train your knowledge
in a real business scenario. Why not take a look at some of the over 1000 business cases from
Harvard Business School?
https://www.hbs.edu/faculty/Pages/search.aspx?searchtype=&authortype=&cnt=15&st=&ct=&tp
=Finance&in=&geo=&auth=&pd=&for=&lan=&au=&mclick=tp&mclickorder=tp:&sort=&df=1&step
=10&page=1

Searching for relevant literature, you can use link.springer.com: many Articles and Books with
further literature can be found there such as https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007%2F978981-10-0360-8_3

- Recommendations
Although each topic of the course covers an essential part for entrepreneurs, the economic field
occupies a certain special position. At no time can a company exist without monetary means. If
entrepreneurs are not transparent, planned and far-sighted, there is a risk of insolvency and all the
far-reaching consequences that this entails. For this reason, no other area is so affected by laws and
regulations.
The clear disadvantage here is that an enormous number of framework conditions and topics must
always be taken into account when it comes to the financing and economic orientation of a
company. In order to be successful here, the basic knowledge must not only be roughly available,
but must be structured and available at any time. Furthermore, experienced experts are an
indispensable source of information for young entrepreneurs, as they not only have the knowledge,
but also are also familiar with areas in which frequent changes occur, such as the credit market.
It is therefore not enough to have some basic information about the economy and financial markets
to be successful in this area. The complexity of this topic requires a suitable approach for learners.
This means above all a didactic approach in which the interrelationships at different levels of
perception can be recognized and deepened. Furthermore, it is essential to maintain a high level of
motivation and attention. For this reason, formats such as frontal teaching or long presentations
are unsuitable as soon as they exceed a certain length.
It is therefore advisable to use lively and interactive methods. For example, these can be role-plays
or business games in which economic decisions have clear consequences. These must be recognized
and reflected upon in the group. Only then can a high level of motivation be maintained over a
longer period of time and not only the technical knowledge of the learners is filled, but also their
wealth of experience.
A somewhat difficult but sensible step is to take a closer look at the balance sheets of companies
and, for example, to read the annual reports of a well-known company together and discuss what
has happened in the company. On the one hand, important information on many relevant topics
can be discussed (marketing, personnel costs, accounting, etc.). On the other hand, it is enormously
exciting, if one gets insights into the “champions league” of experienced enterprises, which each
learning knows (e.g. Red Bulls marketing). However, since this data is not always available, it can
be interesting for the course to invite experienced guests, such as successful entrepreneurs or
representatives from the institutes that monitor the area of finance and can also represent these
from the point of view of an agency.
Finally, appropriate online tools can also be used to simulate a fiscal year. When a company is ready
to provide insight into its ERP or CRM system. Free demo versions or open source software can be
used free of charge or for a limited time. Using the same tools as established businesses adds a lot
of experience for the students.
In conclusion, the only recommendation is to use as many serious sources and versatile accesses to
them as possible. In order to build up appropriate competence in this field, a high degree of
experience and well-founded specialist knowledge must balance each other out and must be
constantly updated. https://www.udacity.com/course/how-to-build-a-startup--ep24

Module 4 - Leadership and initiative
- Introduction to the module: overall objectives and learning outcomes
As the ship's captain is the most important of the entire crew, or the orchestra conductor is the
most important of the entire orchestra, the leader's role is fundamental in the company. Leadership
in the company is essential because it is what defines, to a large extent, the right path of it. The
importance of FP students working to enhance this quality lies in the fact that, as possible future
managers, they need to improve that set of skills that will lead them to make successful decisions
not only in the professional field, but also in the personnel.
One of the main purposes of VET is to prepare students for their working life and in this context,
the importance of leadership as a competence element within professional qualification is already
conceived. Thus, with leadership and initiative in the context of VET, the aim is to ensure that when
students enter the working world, they are able to organize and coordinate work teams with
responsibility, supervising its development, maintaining fluid relationships and assuming
leadership, as well as providing solutions to group conflicts that arise.
During this module, we will see the importance of leadership and initiative, and how to cultivate
these competences in order to ensure they add something positive to the start-up and the team
your VET students will probably lead in the future. Critical thinking, self-confidence, decision
making…The students will learn not only what these concepts are, but the main benefits they can
provide them as a person and how they can be adapted to each start-up and situation in order to
ensure a positive outcome.
At the end of this module, the learners will have hopefully gained theoretical and practical
knowledge on leadership and initiative to take advantage from in their personal life, but also to
show colleagues around them.

- Case studies/further readings
There are many interesting articles that support the idea of working on leadership and initiative in
educational contexts, especially in those related to entrepreneurship. Here you can take a look at
some of them:
- “Does Entrepreneurial Leadership Foster Creativity Among Employees and Teams? The
Mediating Role of Creative Efficacy Beliefs?” by Wenjing Cai, Evgenia I. Lysova, Svetlana N.
Khapova, Bart A. G. Bossink. This study examines the relationship between entrepreneurial
leadership
and
creativity
through
creative
efficacy.
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10869-018-9536-y
- “How Can Leadership Skills Help You With Your Career Goals?” by Rose Johnson.
https://smallbusiness.chron.com/can-leadership-skills-career-goals-39135.html
- “The Importance of Leadership in the Workplace” by Jeremy Kaplan.
https://www.careerpro.com/2017/08/importance-leadership-workplace/
An interesting case study that we recommend you to use with your students is “CHRIS PETERSON
AT DSS CONSULTING”, which is available under the following link:
https://mitsloan.mit.edu/LearningEdge/Leadership/DSSConsulting/Pages/default.aspx
Chris Peterson was assigned to lead a newly formed regional consulting team at DSS Consulting.
She carefully selected the team members, built a cohesive group, and led the team in developing a
new consulting service. Both Peterson and her team were satisfied with their accomplishments and

ability to overcome the indifference of others in the organization. Peterson’s boss, however, felt
differently, raising questions about the team’s performance and Peterson’s ability to lead.
The learning objectives of this case study are to illustrate the importance of leaders developing
teams that have connections to groups, both inside and outside the organization; and highlight the
importance of a leader working to ensure a team’s efforts are aligned with an organization’s
strategy.

- Recommendations
In “Module 4 – Leadership and Initiative”, you will find a set of practical and interactive activities
that do not need for special materials and which can be easily implemented in the classroom.
Throughout the practical experience, these activities will make your students think critically and
strategically, enhancing in this way their leadership skills and fostering their initiative when taking
decisions.
For example, look at this interesting activity that you can find in our module and through which
your students will work on an essential leadership skill as it is the decision making:

The airplane:
Groups of 5 people, sitting in a circle. They are in a desert island and the plane where they were
traveling will explode within 10 minutes. There are 15 objects in that plane, but they can only take
out 3 of them, and they have 10 minutes to decide. The objects will be written in a paper and they
will be: a box of matches, first aid kit, beer, 12 bottles of water, 5 warm sweaters, transistor radio,
an axe, a gun with twenty bullets, a bag with 25 magazines, inflatable lifeboat for 4 persons, sewing
kit, anti-insect spray, compass, flashlight and a bag with 5 big blankets. The team has to
unanimously decide which 3 objects they can take within those ten minutes. When they have
decided, they should explain why they have chosen that 3 options and the process they have made,
the reasons they have chosen…
After that, the play continues, the 5 people survived 2 weeks in the island until a plane rescued
them. When they’re in the plane there’s a leak of querosein and it can only survive 2 persons, they
should decide who is going to survive and who will jump from the plane. They also have 10 minutes
to decide, and they would have papers where there will be written who they are (a pregnant
woman, a doctor, a 12 years old boy, a famous piano artist, and a 64 years old lady). Once they
have decided, they should explain again why they have decided that, the process… The main aim of
this activity is to try to understand why it is important to know how to make decisions under
pressure, and also the difficulty of it.
LINK: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RlYxBdNxi-A

If you are seeking for further leadership activities examples, here you have some websites that
might help you:
- http://www.nwlink.com/~donclark/leader/leadtrn.html
- https://www.projectmanager.com/blog/the-9-best-leadership-games
- https://www.sessionlab.com/blog/leadership-activities/

As a trainer, you will face some challenges when trying to transmit this leader-spirit to your students
and that you will need to overcome. For that, here are some suggestions:
1. Transforming from “me” to “we”
The traditional classroom setting grades students individually. Individualism has always been
the main focus as they were growing up, so you will notice that some of the students will try
to impose their opinions and authority. That is not a true leader’s attitude.
You can help them overcome this challenge by emphasizing the fact that you’ll be evaluating
the team’s results. Every single member of the team will get the same grade for this project.
Teach them how to delegate responsibilities. Monitor the way they communicate within the
team and give them advice whenever necessary.
2. Designing projects in which teams develop a single final product?
The greatest leadership challenge is presenting a project the entire team has worked on.
When you have a group of students working together, who will be the one to write the paper
or presentation? There are few solutions to this problem:
• The team can work on a collaborative platform such as Google Docs, in which the
document can be edited by they all at the same time.
• Each team member can write a specific part of the content and later combine the parts
in a unique presentation that you grade as a team project.
Working together allows students to collaborate on the specific project as a team. This can
prevent them from using assignment help and improve the leadership skills they will need in
the future.
3. Preventing conflicts from ruining the teams
The different individual opinions will generate conflicts in the teams that they will have to
overcome and come down to a common ground. That is what good leadership is all about.
Pay attention to their decisions and look for patterns. Are some members of the team
constantly being avoided or pushed away? What is the reason for such an attitude? Try to
engage the introvert students more in teamwork, and teach the overactive members to tone
down their egos.

Module 5 - Intellectual Property Rights
- Introduction to the module: overall objectives and learning outcomes
Intellectual property or (IP) is a category of property that includes intangible creations of the human
intellect, and primarily encompasses copyrights, patents, and trademarks. With an understanding
of IP, the policy framework around IP and IP in a business environment this allows SMEs to fully
exploit their own innovation, creative potential and competitiveness through an effective use of IP.
IP covers a vast range of concepts including patents, trademarks, literary and artistic works, design
and models, trade secrets etc. Marking the right investments in IP, protecting IP and viewing IP as
a company asset is crucial for SMEs. Markets value companies on the basis of its assets, its current
business operations and expectations of future profits. Expectations for future profits may be
considerably affected by the acquisition and ownership of IP. The value of IP is often not adequately
appreciated in its potential for providing opportunities for future profit is often underestimated by
SME.

One of the main outcomes of this module is to allow SMEs to be able to understand the basic
principle forms of intellectual Property Rights (IPR). By comparing and contrasting the different
forms of IPR in terms of key differences and similarities, the reader will be able to make informed
decisions to maximize the benefits to their company.
While at the same time understanding IP as a business asset for SMEs and the processes around
exploiting IP. The value of IP is often not adequately appreciated in its potential for providing
opportunities for future profit is often underestimated by SME. After completing the module
readers will be equipped with this knowledge.

- Case studies/further readings
To reiterate the importance of Intellectual Property and the Rights around it there are a number of
recommended case studies and reports which we advise reading. In May 2019, a joint report by the
European Patents Office (EPO) and the European Union Intellectual Property Office (EUIPO)
published a report on “High-growth firms and intellectual property rights”. In the report economists
from both offices examine the relationship between IP activity and growth prospects of European
SMEs.
The study also shows how these SMEs turn to both offices to secure IP protection, and in doing so
both the EPO and EUIPO offices support the growth and development of European SMEs. Through
their assistance in obtaining IP protection, this enables SMEs to commercialise their intellectual
assets across Europe and globally.
The full report can be found here: https://euipo.europa.eu/ohimportal/en/web/observatory/ipcontribution.
The World Intellectual Property Organisation is a global database, which provides legal information
on IP such as treaties administered, other IP related treaties along with the laws and regulations of
Member states of the Organisation, the United Nations and the World Trade Organisation.
http://www.wipo.int/sme/en/
For further information and advice on IPR, we recommend the European Intellectual Property
Rights website. The site is a free business tool to assist with the management of IPR. Offering fact
sheets, a signposting directory, along with specific region assistance, which include China and Latin
America. https://www.ipr-hub.eu

- Recommendations
There are many issues when it comes to SMEs and IPR, but it is important to remember that IP can
assist nearly every aspect of SMEs business development and strategy.
SMEs should continually be "on their toes" when it comes to IPR and protecting their company's
rights in order to avoid disputes or potential expensive legal proceedings.
Every SME has a form of IP that needs protecting, from company name and branding to product
patents and trademarks. All of these different elements of IP can be protected and used as company
assets.
It is also important for SMEs to remember that IP rights are territorial and what is covered in one
region might not be effective in a different global region. If it is a business strategy to create a global

company, it is advised for companies to also apply for the correct protections in countries they wish
to expand into.
As a trainer, it is important to consider this module as a guide on IP, it is uses and how to protect it.
With the understanding that IP regulations are there to provide SMEs with a great number of
protections and through these protections there are additional company assets to be taken into
account.
When teaching the module some of the key aspects that should be covered are:
- What is IP?
- Types of IP and they are difference? Which is best for your business
- How do I protect my IP?
- IP as a business asset
- Rights if my IP has been infringed upon

Module 6- Project Management and planning
- Introduction to the module: overall objectives and learning outcomes
Strategic planning is a disciplined effort to determine and realise the intermediate-term goals of
the enterprise. In the end, it produces fundamental decisions and actions that shape and guide
what an organization is, who it serves, what it does and why. With a focus on the future, effective
strategic planning also articulates how an organization will know if it is successful. A successful
strategic plan sets priorities, focuses energy and resources, strengthens operations, and ensures
that employees and other stakeholders are working toward common goals. Through the operative
planning, the strategically wanted is being realised through action plans as well as controlled
through monitoring. Therefore, under operative planning, all intermediate term plans are
segmented in near-term plans in order to realise the planning measurements for the fulfilment of
the company targets. Thereby the operative planning consists of different areas like the operational
planning, costs and performance calculating or controlling. Strategic and operative planning usually
take the form of a business plan, i.e. a formal statement of business goals, reasons they are
attainable, and plans for reaching them. It may also contain background information about the
organization or team attempting to reach those goals. During project management we have to bear
in mind that projects are always distinctive, complex, goal-oriented and have a strict time frame
with limited resources and budget constraints.
The main learning objectives of Project Management and Planning includes:
• enabling learners to understand the fundamental importance of strategic and operative
planning and project management, to understand the relationships between them;
• providing guidelines for designing efficient business strategies that take full advantage of the
available resources;
• enabling learners to identify priority areas for improvement and harmonise them with the
business strategy;
• making learners to become more constructive in planning and implementing identified
improvements;
• helping learners achieve an in-depth knowledge of project management, i.e. the skills on
leading, planning, organising and supervising complex projects, even multiple projects at once,
if needed, within their enterprise in order to be able to reach set objectives in terms of results
and efficiency; as well as to invent, appraise, select, plan, control and manage projects.

- Case studies/further readings
First, you should address where you are and where you are going. After that, you should focus on
how you will get there. Prepare a SWOT to stay grounded and realistic as you build a roadmap
from where you are today to where you want to be. As you develop your strategy and set your
goals, make strategic choices about what to do and not to do. Remember that being strategic is
about making those hard choices. A mark of a good strategic plan is one that is clear and focused
(not too many goals and objectives), as well as balanced – telling a strategy story about how your
whole organization is linked and aligned to drive key performance indicators.
Spend some time uncovering your competitive advantages based on an understanding of your
strategic position. Your competitive advantages are the essence of your strategic plan because
strategy is about being different. It is deliberately choosing to perform activities differently or to
perform different activities than competitors to deliver value to your customers.
The full material can be found here: ‘Overview of the Strategic Planning Process’ by Erica Ols:
https://onstrategyhq.com/resources/building-plan/.

- Recommendations
It is unlikely you would attempt to build a house without a set of blueprints. Regardless of the size
of the project, working from a plan will give you the same advantages, literally serving as the
blueprint to your project. The depth and quality of your plan will be directly proportional to the
results of your finished project.
Project plans can help:
1. Visualize your goals and the path needed to take there. Gant charts allow you to see your project
requirements and timelines at a glance.
2. Improve communication. Because a description of communication protocols are a part of a
project plan, your project team, stakeholders and decision-makers all know how and when they
need to communicate with each other.
3. Decrease time and costs. In many ways, a project plan works like a dry run, with everyone in the
team able to foresee problems before they happen. Carpenters often say, "Measure twice and cut
once."
4. Improve your control of the project. When stakeholders agree on a project plan, they are less
likely to try to change the course of a project once it has begun. When they do want to make
changes, you can refer to the plan and show how the change will affect the schedule and costs.
5. Improve the allocation of resources. Because a project plan includes a schedule, you will know
exactly when team members are required to do their work and when they will need tools and
supplies to do it. Imagine, for example, renting a truck a week before your team needs it, or
scheduling that truck a week late.
6. Keep you on course. Projects invariably get off track. People, for example, get sick or finish tasks
earlier than anticipated. With a project schedule, it is much easier to make adjustments as you go
along to ensure the project stays on course.
While there are always difficulties in project planning, these difficulties always take less time and
cost less money than facing difficulties in the midst of a project. Keep in mind that no project is
destined to be a success on its own.
The better your plan is, the more likely it will finish on time and within your budget!

